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ABSTRACT
While the public perception of the recent attempts to unseat dulyelected U.S. President Donald J. Trump is thought to be solely of national
origin, there is strong evidence of a more pernicious, United Nations’
sanctioned environmental assault on America and on American citizens.
The United States and other sovereign nations are in the midst of a
highly organized, covert environmental warfare assault, underlain by
deception and deceit, orchestrated by a foreign entity, and perpetrated
in America by the U.S. Air Force and its contractors, and facilitated by
intelligence-agency operatives. The intent, to slowly and insidiously
sicken, weaken, and debilitate citizenry, cause weather and climate
chaos, cripple agriculture, and devastate the environment, is so cleverly
underwritten and camouflaged as to have gone unnoticed in the 2018
National Defense Strategy of the United States of America and,
presumably, is unknown to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But it is described
here. American military officers have the responsibility to protect their
own citizens, especially as they possess the means to destroy human and
environmental health. Systematically poisoning the air Americans
breathe, harming human and environmental health, causing weather
and climate chaos, damaging agriculture, and deceiving the public as to
the adverse human and environmental health consequences – all under
secret orders originating from a foreign entity – we allege, violates not
only their Oath of Office, but is tantamount to treason. The United States
Air Force co-optation, deceit, and unquestioning capitulation to a
foreign entity should be of grave concern to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. With
due humility we must emphasize that no military asset is worth
damaging human and environmental health, especially on a national or
planetary-scale, and especially due to a deceptively-worded, Trojan
horse, United Nations international treaty whose signatories
presumably were duped into signing in the false belief that they were
preventing hostile environmental warfare.
Keywords: Environmental warfare; ENMOD; Geoengineering; Air Pollution;
Chemtrails; Weather modification, COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION
Even before U.S. President Donald J. Trump took the oath of office, and throughout his first term, a
rolling coup d’état by Deep State operatives has been in progress to illegally unseat this duly elected
president [1-4]. “Deep State”, according to one author [4], means
“those legacy employees in the federal government – especially those in the CIA [Central
Intelligence Agency], the National Security Agency (NSA), the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence, as well as the DOJ [Department of Justice] and the FBI [Federal
Bureau of Investigation] – who oppose Donald Trump on partisan ideological grounds.”
On August 14, 2020 the DOJ announced that FBI attorney Kevin Clinesmith would plead guilty to
document falsification [5]. Further indictments are expected to be announced in September or
October 2020. Until those indictments are unsealed, the public will remain unaware of the
government’s understanding of the extent and involvement of the treachery, which might reach into
high levels of the Obama Administration [2].
While the public perception of that usurpation-effort is thought to be solely of national origin, an
American attempted coup d’état, there is strong evidence of a more pernicious, United Nations’
sanctioned environmental assault on America [6, 7]. The United States and other sovereign nations
are in the midst of a highly organized, covert globalist environmental warfare assault, underlain by
deception and deceit, that is perpetrated in America by the U.S. Air Force [USAF] and its contractors,
and facilitated by intelligence-agency operatives [6, 7]. The intent, to slowly and insidiously sicken,
weaken, and debilitate citizenry, cause weather and climate chaos, cripple agriculture, and
devastate the environment, is so cleverly underwritten and camouflaged as to have gone unnoticed
in the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States of America [8].
As we discuss below, numerous political leaders and heads of state were duped into signing on to a
United Nations [UN] sponsored international treaty that must have seemed a positive step toward
disarmament [9]: “Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of
Environmental Modification Techniques.” But it is a Trojan horse that in no way prohibits hostile
use of environmental modification techniques, but instead mandates participation in activities that
constitute no less than environmental warfare. That treaty [9] facilitated co-optation of the U. S. Air
Force to wage environmental warfare against American citizens, which it did while deceiving the
public of the human and environmental health risks [10]. NATO, the British Commonwealth, the
European Union, the Republic of India, and potentially others were likewise co-opted to harm their
own citizenry.
As the evidence discussed below indicates, intelligence-agency operatives, presumably the CIA,
have been engaging in wholesale deception, not only of the existence of the covert environmental
warfare activity, but most grievously deceiving the public of its harm to human and environmental
health. That behavior is entirely consistent with the 1981 statement of the former CIA Director
William Casey:
“We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American
public believes is false.”
The intelligence-agency operatives’ anti-American, anti-humanitarian activities related to deceiving
Americans about public health threats are disgusting. But that is what they do. The United States
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj.78.8940
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Air Force co-optation, deceit, and unquestioning capitulation to a foreign entity should be of grave
concern to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
American military officers have the responsibility to protect their own citizens, especially as they
possess the means to destroy human and environmental health. All U. S. military officers, including
USAF officers, are required to take an Oath of Office [11], which states in part: “I do solemnly swear
that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same....” Poisoning the air Americans
breathe, harming human and environmental health, causing weather and climate chaos, damaging
agriculture, and deceiving the public – all under secret orders originating from a foreign entity [9]
– we allege, violates not only said Oath of Office, but is tantamount to treason.
AMERICAN MILITARY COMPLICITY
Since World War I, virtually all totalitarian governments have systematically committed atrocities
against human populations, including their own [12-14].
Following World War II, the United States military, in its quest to prepare for nuclear warfare,
committed atrocities against countless U.S. citizens by polluting the air, land and water with
radioactive fallout, and deceiving the public of the health risks [15]. Moreover, human subjects were
deliberately and surreptitiously exposed to radioactivity within the United States. Without being
told about potential health risks, thousands of military personnel were exposed to nuclear
explosions, including being ordered to participate in “war game” maneuvers that took place directly
beneath the atomic clouds [16, 17]. Civilian human experimental subjects within the United States
were intentionally and unknowingly exposed to radioactivity without informed consent and
without public acknowledgement [18, 19].
Examples include, but are not limited to, injecting patients with plutonium or radioactive polonium
[20], telling pregnant women they were receiving vitamins when instead they were being given
radioactive iron [18], injecting newborn infants with radioactive iodine [21], surreptitiously feeding
human subjects radioactive waste [18], and injecting radioactive uranium salts into patients with
good kidney function to determine the concentration which would produce renal injury [18]. Public
Health Service officials were complicit in failing to warn the public of potential health risks during
the military’s post-WWII nuclear-warfare environmental contamination [16], and even during nonradioactive, germ warfare tests conducted over populated areas [22].
Since at least as early as the 1990s and continuing to the present, concerned citizens have observed
jet aircraft emplacing particle trails across the sky [23, 24]. Some examples of the particulate trails
are shown in Figure 1. During that period the geographic range, frequency, and intensity of the aerial
particulate-spraying continuously increased, becoming a near-daily, near-global activity.
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Figure 1. From [25]. Deliberate jet-emplaced particulate trails, clockwise from top left: San Diego,
California, USA; Karnack, Egypt; London, England; Danby, Vermont, USA; Luxembourg; Jaipur, India.

The 2005 U. S. Air Force Document AFD-0561013-001 lied about the aerial spraying and set forth
the “contrail” basis for public deception [10]. A section of that document entitled The Chemtrail Hoax
states in part:
“There is no such thing as a ‘Chemtrail’ [a term some use to describe the aerial spraying]
… Contrails [ice crystals from aircraft exhaust moisture] are safe and are a natural
phenomenon. They pose no health hazard of any kind” [10].
The black chemtrails in the lower right image of Figure 1 is one of multiple lines of evidence that
chemtrails are not contrails [26].
Retired U. S. Air Force Brig. General Charles Jones reportedly issued the following statement [27]:
“When people look up into the blue and see white trails paralleling and crisscrossing
high in the sky little do they know that they are not seeing aircraft engine contrails, but
instead they are witnessing a manmade climate engineering crisis facing all air
breathing humans and animals on planet Earth.... Toxic atmospheric aerosols [are] used
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj.78.8940
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to alter weather patterns, creating droughts in some regions, deluges and floods in other
locations and even extreme cold under other conditions....”
In publishing the contrail lie [10], the U. S. Air Force deceived the public about a major assault on
public health that was, and still is, being perpetrated against American citizens by the U. S. Air Force
and its contractors, including commercial airlines [28], and perpetrated against foreigners by NATO,
the British Commonwealth, European Union, Republic of India, and others.
Forensic scientific investigations are consistent with coal fly ash, the toxic waste product of coalburning, being the main constituent of the jet-sprayed particulates [28-32]. Coal fly ash is a toxic
mixture that contains at least 38 different chemical elements, many highly toxic and/or
carcinogenic, for example, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium,
thallium, and uranium with its radioactive daughter products [33]. Jet-sprayed into the air, these
fine particles settle to ground in a matter of days, all the while mixing with the air we breathe.
Inhaled, the aerosolized coal fly ash can enter the brain via the nasal bulb or else settle deep into
terminal alveoli of the lungs, slowly and insidiously increasing risk for cardiovascular infractions
[34], lung cancer [35], respiratory diseases [36], neurodegenerative diseases [37], and as a possible
co-factor in the COVID-19 Pandemic, specifically, as a potential means of viral transport, and as a
role in exacerbating susceptibility and mortality, and diminishing immune response to the SARSCoV-2 virus [25].
It is unconscionable that the U.S. Air Force and its contractors would deliberately put the health of
Americans at risk, including the families of Americans serving in the armed forces, and hide that fact
from the public with systematic deception. But they do. Presumably, decades of cadetindoctrination by the U.S. military academies, instead of fostering humanitarian courage, has
aborted any sense of humanity, replacing it with unquestioning complicity or acquiescence in
whatever paradigm military planners invent irrespective of its harm to American citizens. In the
decades immediately following World War II, the paradigm was nuclear warfare; now the paradigm
is environmental warfare and perversion of the natural environment for its own ends.
The open question is whether the Joint Chiefs of Staff realizes that the U.S. armed forces have been
duped into waging covert environmental warfare [6, 7] against the United States of America and her
citizens by an anti-American, globalist entity? In the following we describe how this abominable
activity is currently taking place.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL WARFARE: UNITED NATIONS’ COMPLICITY
As illustrated by Figure 1, the systematic contamination of the air people breathe is clearly an
international operation. For a time it seemed an inexplicable mystery as to what possible
governance could be involved that could co-opt supposedly civilized leaders in the British
Commonwealth, European Union, Republic of India, United States, and other sovereign nations to
allow and/or participate in the wholesale aerosol assault on their citizen populations. Air pollution
is a killer.
In 2018, the then Director-General of the United Nations’ World Health Organization noted that the
simple act of breathing is killing seven million people a year and injuring billions more [38]:
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“No one, rich or poor, can escape air pollution,” he acknowledged, “Despite this epidemic
of needless, preventable deaths and disability, a smog of complacency pervades the
planet.”
Yet, our own experience documents that the “smog of complacency” originates at the World Health
Organization and at the United Nations itself.
In accordance with the Precautionary Principle in Public Health [39, 40], as credentialed
professionals the authors submitted to the Bulletin of the World Health Organization a Perspective
warning of the worldwide health risks of the deliberately jet-emplaced particulate pollution. That
Perspective was rejected without benefit of peer-review [41]. Why would it be rejected without
peer-review when air pollution is such a great public health problem? The reason, we subsequently
deduced, is that the global aerosol assault on citizen populations is sanctioned by a “Trojan horse”
deceptively-worded United Nations Treaty [9] that mandates signatory nations to engage in actions
that constitute de facto covert environmental warfare against their own citizens, usually
perpetrated by their own military. Moreover, said mandated actions play into the United Nations’
global warming fraud that bleeds vast sums of money from contributing nations, and promulgates
a false, anti-combustion narrative.
On October 5, 1978, the United Nations under the category of disarmament entered into force a
Trojan horse, confusingly-worded, international treaty [9], “Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques”, later sometimes
referred to as ENMOD. Precise legal analysis shows the ENMOD treaty [9] to be a sham [7]. Instead
of its titular prohibition, said treaty mandates environmental modification for “peaceful purposes”
where environmental modification is defined as
“any technique for changing – through the deliberate manipulation of natural processes
– the dynamics, composition or structure of the Earth, including its biota, lithosphere,
hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outer space.”
Under guise of environmental improvement, the United Nations, globalists, and those duped by
them are engaging in hostile global environmental warfare against the United States of America and
other sovereign nations. Any large-scale alteration of the natural environment will inevitably have
widespread, long-lasting or severe effects on humans and other biota, and cannot truthfully be
deemed “peaceful.” Global environmental modification, as we described [6], is extremely hostile, not
“peaceful” and rightfully should be deemed global environmental warfare. Notably, China is also an
ENMOD [9] signatory.
To our knowledge, no operation in military history has been conducted against civilians on this
scale, with such a high degree of secrecy, and with such widespread, perverse deception and deceit.
Nevertheless, sound scientific methodology leads clearly to knowledge of that undisclosed
mandated environment modification. The wide-spread emplacement of particulate matter in the
region where clouds form causes global warming [42-46], and an accidental, momentary aircraft
release of surface-splatter particles (Figure 2) are clearly indicative of an operation to melt polar
ice [47].

URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj.78.8940
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Figure 2. Upper Left: Air-Drop Distribution; Upper Right: Cryoconite-hole Distribution in Glacier;
Lower Left: Air-Drop Synthetic or Proto-Cryoconite; Lower Right: Natural Cryoconite.

Consider from an American perspective what entities benefit from this United Nations’ mandated
environmental modification of melting polar ice. The U.S. Air Force gets vast, unaccountable
amounts of money to manage and operate the program which greatly benefits its contractors.
Moreover, the military gets to develop the know-how to weaponized weather, and to pollute the
atmosphere with particles in support of their electromagnetic initiatives. Along with the military,
the intelligence services garner great amounts of money to deceive the American public about what
is being done that harms human and environmental health.
The Deep State intelligence services further benefit by extending their corrupting tentacles into
virtually all means of human discourse. Those corrupting tentacles extend into the public health
sector and even corrupt scientific and medical literature publishers. Moreover, the Deep State
benefits from crippling Americans’ health and agriculture [7], as shown by the following examples:
• Tropospheric air pollution particulates are already harming agriculture in the U.S. [48-55].
• As noted above, particulate pollution particles cause global warming [42, 43, 56, 57].
• Particulate pollution particles inhibit rainfall, causing drought at one location while causing
deluges and floods at another [28, 58].
• The global warming thus produced causes increased evaporation and increased rainfall [32].
• Upon settling to ground or to water, pollution particles absorb solar radiation and heat the
surface; on snow and ice they cause melting and also reduce albedo, which leads to further
global warming [45].
• Aerosolized particulate particles cause climate chaos, disrupting weather patterns that have
made agriculture possible [28, 54, 59-61].
• Aerosolized particulates enable pestilence [62].
• Aerial particulates decimate populations of beneficial insects, like bees [63].
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Aerial particulates decimate bird populations [64].
Aerial particulates decimate bat populations [65].
Particulates used in the aerial spraying, evidenced as coal fly ash, poison the soil and water
with multiple toxic elements, including mercury [66] and chemically mobile aluminum [67,
68].
Coal fly ash particulates, when lofted into the stratosphere [69-71], destroy protective
atmospheric ozone causing increased solar ultraviolet radiation that damages plants, making
them more susceptible to pathogens [67, 72].
Coal fly ash particulates kill forests [67] and exacerbate forest fires [28].
Atmospheric particulates reduce available sunlight to the detriment of crops [73] just as they
reduce the energy output of solar cells [74].
Particulate matter that settles on leaves reduces transpiration and hampers growth [75].
Particulate matter that settles in water bodies promotes harmful algal blooms [76].
Rainwater-extracted elements from aerosol particulates, including toxins such as
chemically-mobile aluminum, upon wetting the leaves, become concentrated by evaporation
and drip down to poison the roots [67].
Air pollution particulates are the leading environmental cause of morbidity and mortality
worldwide [77, 78].
Air pollution spherical magnetite particulates are found in the brains of persons with
dementia [79].
Reactive iron magnetic particulates were recently found in abundance in hearts of persons
from highly polluted areas [80].
Air pollution is a major contributor to both stroke and neurodegenerative disease [37, 79,
81].
Air pollution particulate particles penetrate deep into lungs and systemic circulation and
contribute to stroke, heart disease [80], lung cancer [35], COPD [36], respiratory infections
[82], and asthma [83].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for increased premenopausal breast cancer [84].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for decreased male fertility [85].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for cognitive decline at all ages [86].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for Alzheimer’s Dementia later in life [86].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for children having cognitive defects [87, 88].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for Autism Spectrum Disorder in children [89, 90].
Air pollution particulates are a risk factor for cognitive decline in older women [91].
Air pollution particulates potentially exacerbate susceptibility and mortality, and diminish
immune response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus [25]

Consider what benefits the United Nations itself derives from the UN sanctioned and mandated
environment modification of melting polar ice. Since 1989, the United Nations’ Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has garnered vast sums of money from contributing nations while
promulgating the false narrative that global warming is caused by carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases, when in fact particulate air pollution is a far more efficient means of causing
global warming [42-46]. The fact that hundreds of IPCC scientists systematically fail to take into
account, or even mention, the aerial particulate emplacement [92] is prima facie evidence of fraud.
Moreover, the systematic destruction that inevitably will occur as a result of disrupting the thermal
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj.78.8940
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state and weather systems of Earth would benefit globalist elites and their United Nations cohorts
who want a one world government. And what better way to accomplish that than by having devised
a scheme, ENMOD [9], wherein militaries of sovereign states would be co-opted to inflict harm on
their own citizens and their means to produce food.
UNITED STATES DEEP STATE COMPLICITY
Poisoning the air we breathe, the water we drink, perverting the natural processes that make life
on Earth possible, and deceiving the public on matters of health, we submit, is diabolically contrary
to American principles expressed in the Declaration of Independence as “Safety and Happiness” and
in the U. S. Constitution as “general Welfare” and should be prohibited [93]. But it takes place
systematically, at great public expense, and is orchestrated by Deep State operatives, as we disclose
in the following non-exhaustive evidentiary examples. Of these, the first is clearly the most
disturbing. No one should deceive the public of health risks including, and especially, the U.S.
National Institutes of Health.
• Commentaries warning of the global health risks of the tropospheric particulate aerial
spraying were rejected without review by Environmental Health Perspectives, a publication
of the U.S. National Institutes of Health [94], but eventually it was published elsewhere [41].
• Disinformation websites, metabunk.org and contrailscience.com, operated by Mick West,
allegedly an intelligence-agency operative, deceive the public and are used to smear the
reputation of one of us (JMH).
• Misleading claims were made in the scientific literature that the aerial particulate-trails are
just harmless ice-crystal contrails by non-scientist Mick West and three scientists [95]. When
a rebuttal of this claim was submitted, the journal refused to publish it, in defiance of
scientific norms [96].
• One of us (JMH) submitted a manuscript to the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (USA) [PNAS] entitled “New Evidence of Aerosolized Toxins in the Lower Atmosphere.”
The PNAS Editorial Board rejected the paper without review because it “lacked the broad
appeal necessary for further consideration by the journal” [97].
• Intelligence-agency operatives were responsible for coercing two faculty members of U. S.
universities, serving as editors of public health journals, to retract two peer-reviewed,
published public health articles without ever allowing the author (JMH) to see and respond
to their allegations in flagrant disregard of scientific publishing norms [98, 99] and with
wanton lack of concern for public health.
• One of us (JMH) wrote lyrics to music in order to educate the public about the dangers of the
aerial spraying. These were beautifully performed, and posted on YouTube [100]. But then
Google added below each the definition of contrail, the same lie promulgated by the U.S. Air
Force, Mick West, and others [101].
• The Wikipedia page of one of us (JMH) has been minimized and corrupted by Deep State
operatives, and bears no resemblance to his scientific and humanitarian accomplishments
[102].
The Deep State and the globalist cabal benefit from the so-called “peaceful” “environmental
modification” by being able to play God with the Earth’s natural weather systems, causing chaos and
devastation that can be used to foment misery and economic devastation, a sure way to keep the
United States in a state of constant conflict. Figure 3, for example, shows evidence of covert
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environmental damage being inflicted on the Republic of Cyprus. Cypriot citizens, so far to no avail,
requested an explanation from their government for the deliberate obscuration of their skies and
“extreme weather conditions” [103].

Figure 3. From [7]. NASA Worldview satellite image from February 4, 2016 showing jet-emplaced
particulate trails blanketing the air above the Republic of Cyprus but nearly absent in surrounding
regions.

At what point will Deep State operatives, with the assistance of the U. S. Air Force and its contractors,
direct deadly storms over American populations to exert political coercion or punishment? Has this
already happened?
There are clear indications that polluting the atmosphere with toxic particulates is an activity that
the enemies of American citizens intend to perpetrate for an indeterminately long time into the
future. The long-term goal of intelligence-agency operatives is to make the particulate-laden sky
seem natural. One movie producer, allegedly, received 60 million dollars to add particulate trails to
old Disney movies [104]. Occasionally, one can also spot old non-Disney movies with the sky edited
to display particulate trails.
CONCLUSIONS
Any action undertaken as a consequence of an international treaty, such as ENMOD [9], must be
administrated in the United States by the Department of State.
During the Obama Administration, the amount, duration, and geographic range of the aerial
particulate jet-emplacement increased markedly during the terms of Secretaries of State Clinton
and Kerry. Neither they nor President Obama were fans of the military, but clearly they facilitated
said mandated United Nations’ sanctioned environmental modification [9]. Likely, multiple agencies
of government were corrupted to serve that secret agenda, including the National Institutes of
Health [94] and the Environmental Protection Agency [105].
A May 6, 2019 article in The Observer stated [106]:
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj.78.8940
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“Secretary of State Mike Pompeo appeared at the Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting in
Finland to discuss the United States’ commitment to the Arctic region. While much of
the secretary’s speech addressed the growing threats of Russia and China in the region,
he also called the Arctic’s melting ice caps ‘new opportunities for trade’ – despite
warnings from scientists that the shrinkage is caused by climate change and could
become irreversible. ‘Steady reductions in sea ice are opening new passageways and
new opportunities for trade’, Pompeo told the room. ‘This could potentially slash the
time it takes to travel between Asia and the West by as much as 20 days....’”
We contend that U. S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has been duped into believing that ENMOD
[9] mandated environmental modification, overseen by the agency he heads, which entails melting
polar ice, is harmless, rather than recognizing that it constitutes covert global warfare against the
citizens of the United States. With Deep State operatives embedded throughout the government, it
is difficult for outsiders like us to get a message through that sieve. As Secretary of State Pompeo
graduated from the United States Military Academy, first in his class, in February 2020 we reached
out to the USMA Chief of Staff requesting that he convey our information about global
environmental warfare to Secretary Pompeo. He refused, which we find difficult to understand. So,
we are now reaching out to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
It is doubtful that Secretary Pompeo is aware that the ENMOD [9] program his agency administrates
was conceived in deceit and, in fact, constitutes environmental warfare against America and her
citizens that damages human and environmental health in multiple ways [6, 7]. Further, Secretary
Pompeo ought to know that opening a Northern passage would be a strategic blunder, giving
Chinese warships greater ability to threaten our East coast and Europe’s West coast.
The United States Air Force, its planners and contractors, we submit, were co-opted by a foreign
entity to engage in environmental warfare against their own nation, led to believe that they had the
right to corrupt Earth’s natural atmosphere to benefit their own ill-conceived ideas of global
weather, climate, and electromagnetic-radiation control and utilization, and led to believe that they
could, with impunity, inflict devastating human harm and suffering, and disrupt agriculture and the
natural environment. All this reflects systemic failure in the U. S. military academy education that
allows American military officers to engage in inhumane activities against American citizens
without ever questioning their morality or legality.
There seems to be an inherent resistance within the military for any military officer to question
current activities, at least that is our experience in another connection [107]. But that is
fundamentally wrong, as advances often come from questioning extant ideas. In conclusion, we
must with due humility emphasize that no military asset is worth damaging human and
environmental health on a national or planetary-scale. That is even truer when one realizes that the
military has been co-opted to conduct environmental warfare against its own citizens by a
deceptively-worded, Trojan horse, United Nations sanctioned, international treaty, whose
signatories presumably were duped into signing in the false belief that they were preventing hostile
environmental warfare.
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